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Pronunciation Guide
Even though the purpose of this text is not to teach oral communication in German, it is of great

advantage when learning a language to be able to pronounce the words.  W ords are remembered in

part by hearing as well as by seeing.  The student must also keep in mind that, on occasion, he may

need to communicate with peers the material studied or used in his research, such as titles and

quotes.

VOWELS

Like English, German has a number of vowels a, e, i, o, u, but depending upon their position in a

given word, the vowel pronunciation may be either long or short.

A vowel is long when:

a) it precedes an h, e.g. Sohn (son)

b) it is doubled, e.g. paar (a few, some, a couple of)

c) it is stressed or followed by a single consonant, e.g. eben (even, exactly ...)

d) at the end of a word, except for the final unstressed e, e.g. da (there), but eine (one, a)

A vowel is short:

a) when it is followed by two or more consonants, or a double consonant, e.g. ist (is), kommt

(comes)

b) in most prefixes, suffixes or endings, e.g. be-, ver-, etc. or -el, -en, etc. as in verstehen (to

understand), and gehen (to go)
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Vowel Examples Comparison

A long Staat (state), W ahn (delusion) father

               aber (but)

short Bann (ban), alt (old) mother

E long Heer (army, host), hehr rare

               (sublime), W esen (being, essence)

short Herr (lord, master), better

Geber (giver)

I long Glied (member), ihn (him) incognito

short Bitte (request), in (in) bitter

O long Boot (boat), wohnen (to live) so

short Gott (God), dort (there) often

U long Ruhm (fame), Juden (Jews) foo l

short Kunde (news), Paulus (Paul), foot

und (and)

UMLAUTS

The vowels a, o, and u can be modified by adding e (ae, oe, ue) or an umlaut (ä, ö, ü).  They can be

either long or short according to the rules mentioned above.  The letters ä, ö, ü are, at times, ren-

dered ae, oe, or ue in the absence of umlaut characters.

Umlaut Examples Comparison

Ä long Väter (fathers) stay

short Männer (men) let

Ö long Söhne (sons) (no English equivalent) - French eu as in teu

short Götter (gods) worse

Ü long Sühne (atonement), ie as in field, but pro- 

Brüder (brothers) nounced with rounded and protruded lips

short Mütter (mothers) i as in bitter, but pronounced with rounded and

protruded lips
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DIPHTHONGS

There are several diphthongs in the German language, two of which are pronounced the same but

are spelled differently, ai/ei, äu/eu, au, and ie.  These always have a long pronunciation.

Diphthong Examples Comparison

AI Laib (loaf), Laie (layman) light

EI leiten (to lead) light

ÄU läuten (to ring) toil

EU zeugen (to proclaim, toil

    give birth)

AU Frau (lady, wife, woman) house

IE Lied (song) feel

CONSONANTS

Many of the German consonants are pronounced very closely to those in English.

Consonant Examples Comparison

B beten (to pray) but

Lieb  (dear) put1

C circa  (approximately) circa2

Christ  (christian) Christ3

ich (I), leuchten Scottish: loch 4

(to shine),

achten (to respect)

sechs  (six) sacks5

Geschick, Geschicke sack6

(fate)

     At the end of a syllable or word, or before t, the consonants b, d, and g are pronounced p, t, and k.1

     receding an a, o, or u the c is pronounced like k.  Preceding an e or an i it is pronounced like s.2

     The combination ch is pronounced at the beginning of a word most often like k.  At the end of a syllable or word the pronun-3

ciation  of the ch can not be compared to any sound in the English language.  It is either an aspirated palatal (after palatal vowels -
e, ei, eu, i - and consonants), or an aspirated guttural (after velar vowels - a, au, o, u).

     See footnote three.4

     The combination chs is pronounced like ks.5

     The combination ck is always pronounced like a double k.6
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D du (you, thou) dear

Lied  (song) feet7

F Freiheit (freedom) father

G geben (to give) go

Tag (day) take

Sänger  (singer) singer8

wichtig  (important)9

H Heiland  (savior) how10

sehen  (to see), Luther     11 12

J Joch (yoke) yoke

K König (king), K ing

Knecht  (servant)                   13

L Leben (life) life

M Meister (master) master

N Nacht (night) n ight

P Pfingsten  (Pentecost)              often as in: finger                      14

Ph ilosoph  (philosopher) fool         15

Priester (priest) priest

QU Quelle (source, spring) kv

R Recht (right), Brot (bread) fair

     See footnote one.7

     The combination ng is usually pronounced like ng in singer, but not like ng in finger.8

     In the uninflicted suffix -ig the g is often pronounced like ch as in ich (I) or more like a k.9

     The German h is never silent as in the English word honor; however, in its function to lengthen a preceding vowel, it may also10

be mute.  The h is also silent in the combination of th.

     See footnote ten.11

     See footnote ten.12

     The k in the combination of kn must be pronounced.13

     The combination pf is often pronounced like f.14

     The combination ph is also pronounced like f.15
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Toren (fools), hört right16

(listens)                               

S, ß Segen (blessing) has

Buße  (repentance, so17

atonement)               

wissen (to know)

Sch iff  (ship) ship18

Spruch  (saying) ship19

streben (to strive)

T Testament, Theologie testament20

Hitze  (heat), Nation hits21 22

V Vater (father) father

Evangelium  (gospel) universe23

W Welt (world) very

X Text (text) text

Y Symbol24

Z Zeichen (sign), cats

Kreuz (cross)

     Depending upon the position of the r in a given word, there are varying degrees of distinct pronunciations, in general:  a) in16

initial position or before vowels with more of a roll or trill; b) in a final position or before consonants very faint.

     The combination ss or ß is pronounced like s in so.  In American publications the ß is often rendered as ss.17

     The combination sch is identical to the sh in English as in ship.18

     The s in the combinations sp and st at the beginning of a syllable is pronounced like sh as in shepherd.19

     The combination th is pronounced like t.20

     The combination tz is pronounced like ts.21

     The t in the suffix -tion is pronounced like ts.22

     Often (primarily in words of Latin origin) v is pronounced like the v in the English very.23

     The y is pronounced like the German ü.24
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STRESS

As in English, German words with more than one syllable are pronounced with a stress on one of the

syllables.  It is usually the first one which receives the accent, e.g.:

heute (today) 

geben (to give)

freund lich (friendly)

hören (to hear)

W hen separable prefixes are added to a word, the stress moves to the prefix, e.g.:

weggeben (to give away)

unfreundlich (unfriendly)

aufhören (to stop)

However, the nonseparable prefixes such as be-, ent-, er-, ge-, ver-, zer- are not stressed.  Thus the

accent of the word remains on the first syllable of the main or stem word, e.g.:

behalten (to keep)

erfüllen (to fulfill)

gegeben (given)

  Note: ge- may also be used as part of the stem, e.g.:

geben (give)

gehen (to go)

gegen (against)

In compounds the stress is on the first word, applying the above rules, e.g.:

Endziel (final goal)

Gefühlshandlung (sentimental act)

Entwicklungshilfe (foreign aid)

Glaubenswerke (works of faith)

W ords of Greek and Latin origin usually carry the stress on the last syllable, e.g.:

absolut (absolute)

Objekt (object)
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Theorie (theory)

Definition (definition)

religiös (religious)

analog (analogous)

  Note: Many of the Greek and Latin root words may also appear with various grammatical

endings which do not influence the stress pattern, e.g.:

Traditionen traditions

aktive Gruppe active group

definieren to define

definierbar definable

Definierbarkeit definability


